Tue, Oct 17, 2017 6:30 PM

trespassing to Kastor Industrial Pichilingue, México
From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Mr. Michael Wolf,
you have trespassed the property of Kastor Industrial Pichilingue over a back yard fence which was destroyed due
to a hurricane, You broke locks and changed padlocks all over the building.
Your boat "Disperser" is at our neighbours Cantamar.
We know about your intention to sell Kastor Industrials posessions ( a AS7063 hoist and other items which are in a
blue container ) as you have sent e mails to different companies claiming you are the owner of the items, We have
the invoices proving Kastor Industrial is in LEGAL ownership.
We have these E-Mails and they willl be used against you without hessitation.
What you are doing is illegal and we will sue you under mexican laws unless you leave Cantamar and La Paz
immediately after leaving a guarantee of 5,000.00 pesos ( should be more!) in advance at Fernandos place the
owner of Cantamar.
We demand the repair of broken locks or damaged property immediately. We will give you instructions very soon as
we quantify the damage .
We may think SRE, Immigration authorities in Mexico will surely be very interested in your immigration status, we
asume is not legal.
You know we have mexican law at our side. Do not try to mess it up more than it,is right now.
Please acknowledge that we do not want to harm you, unless you insist us to defend legally. Our attorny (CSL/LAP)
is already informed and waiting for further instructions.
This is the first and a last warning Mr. Wolf.
We expect an answer to this e-mail acknowledging the reception. Otherwise we may look for further alternatives
contacting you.
Respectfuly
El representante legal de Kastor Industrial,
Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , KIN 081211-2P2
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more proof Mr. Wolf?

Greetings, I have in my possession a new, never used, Stahl AS7 2/1 single wire
rope hoist. I would like to ﬁnd out if you believe I could use this crane in a boatyard
situation to hoist and move boats. I would of course be responsible for rigging, but
am interested in your input on the setup and use of a Stahl crane over water and in
a marine application which I believe is likely novel. My reasoning here is simple: I
have a crane and a boatyard. I have no other equipment to haul boats out. I
believe it is entirely possible to create a crane system using the AS7 to lift boats
out of the water and move them into position for storage or work using the AS7.
The alternative system I am considering is a ﬁxed installation to directly pull a cart
out of water with a boat on it. There are two options, with, or without track for this
option. It may be entirely possible I may need to set up for both options. I have a
brochure for the product and will be studying it for ideas, but would appreciate
your input as well. Finally, I may acquire other equipment more well suited (and
already used for) this application and as such may be interested in selling this
equipment, which was manufactured in 2003 and never used. I would be grateful
for your input on how to sell it on the used market, and will also consider oﬀers
from Stahl or dealers for buying it back. Thank you, Michael Wolf
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interesting statements
From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@gmail.com, disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Mr. Wolf,
please tell us more about yourself, we are anxious to know and understand you better as we seem to be neighbours:

Sailor ID:
20765
Sailor Name:
Disperser.Wolf
Gender:
male
Age:
48
Email:
Current Location:
La Paz, Baja California Sur, Mexico
Local Info Volunteer:
No
Main Activity:
other
Nationality:
Eeuu
Looking for crew position? No
Boat(s) On file:
Disperser (3398)
Crew Ad Title:
Want To Be Crew...
Website URL:
http://the_disperser.livejournal.com

I am a human being, looking for others. But be aware, you are most likely not human yourself.
Humans are empathetic, think for themselves, and are not controlled by their ego. The reason
the planet is dying is that our "masters" have prevented us from achieving our potential
because the world is run by psychopaths, people not even able to be called human, and they
have destroyed your very humanity.
To survive the coming mess the diseased masses of this planet have created, one must be fully
prepared. This means planning for any eventuality. A life lived on a large sailboat is perfectly
suited to surviving anything that might be coming as it is a life that requires self-sufficiency of
the highest degree. Sailing then is ideal as a sailor must be self sufficient, and a poor sailor has
a better chance than a lazy, rich sailor...
Considering that I raised myself, I consider myself quite well suited to a life as captain of a
small band of sailors. Given my extensive and generalized background, and especially
considering I already held competence in all disciplines related to my ship, I am quite suited to
being a captain of a large sailing vessel.
I should qualify my statement, as I did have help achieving what few other human beings alive
today have, my full potential. I was helped by the same means we learned how to be human, by
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learning empathy from wolves. In my case, the family dog played the role my psychopathic
parents would have had they not been psychopaths. So I do tend to have some canine
characteristics in my personality.
I have left the US and am waiting for a weather window to get to sail south, likely to the Pacific
Islands where I will search for an ideal location to complete major work to my vessel. I hope to
find someone empathetic who is interested in learning about sailing, would like help finding
and preparing their own, and who might consider a life with me, and who would welcome the
opportunity to try the life out while waiting to head south.
My overall goal is to form my family. My future will be a human future, in that we will live as
wolves taught us, a means of living well suited to life on a sailboat where absolute trust in each
other is important. I will teach my crew how to achieve this level of trust, and we will survive
whatever comes. Our living like wolves will include many aspects far removed from what most
believe is "normal," but in todays crazy world, perhaps normal isn't such a good idea.
If you are interested, contact me, if not, forget everything you just read, or you will be haunted
by it as your life disintegrates as America falls. This ad expires when the collapse reaches the
point where it becomes obvious even to the ignorant masses. I seek the best of you, not those
stubbornly hoping to continue to live an unsustainable, destructive lifestyle.

-Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN

081211-2P2
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interesting statements
From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@gmail.com, disperser.wolf@mail.ru

https://www.youtube.com/user/diaryofawolf
-Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN

081211-2P2
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Wed, Oct 18, 2017 6:27 AM

Fwd: trespassing to Kastor Industrial Pichilingue,
México
From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Mr. Wolf,
unfortunately you did not answer to our e mail. We advise that we will give legal instructions to our attorny and send your file
to INM, Instituto Nacioal de Migración at 12:00 PM, unless you answer and fulfill our demands immediately.
We do think you are aware about the consequences and urge you to take this very seriously as you are jeopardizing your stay
in Mexico.
You and your companion have trespassed our property illegaly and have to respond for made damages.
Do not make it harder as it is already for you, Mr. Wolf.
Awaiting your immediate answer
Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN

081211-2P2

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
Date: 2017-10-17 19:29 GMT-05:00
Subject: trespassing to Kastor Industrial Pichilingue, México
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Mr. Michael Wolf,
you have trespassed the property of Kastor Industrial Pichilingue over a back yard fence which was destroyed due
to a hurricane, You broke locks and changed padlocks all over the building.
Your boat "Disperser" is at our neighbours Cantamar.
We know about your intention to sell Kastor Industrials posessions ( a AS7063 hoist and other items which are in a
blue container ) as you have sent e mails to different companies claiming you are the owner of the items, We have
the invoices proving Kastor Industrial is in LEGAL ownership.
We have these E-Mails and they willl be used against you without hessitation.
What you are doing is illegal and we will sue you under mexican laws unless you leave Cantamar and La Paz
immediately after leaving a guarantee of 5,000.00 pesos ( should be more!) in advance at Fernandos place the
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owner of Cantamar.
We demand the repair of broken locks or damaged property immediately. We will give you instructions very soon as
we quantify the damage .
We may think SRE, Immigration authorities in Mexico will surely be very interested in your immigration status, we
asume is not legal.
You know we have mexican law at our side. Do not try to mess it up more than it,is right now.
Please acknowledge that we do not want to harm you, unless you insist us to defend legally. Our attorny (CSL/LAP)
is already informed and waiting for further instructions.
This is the first and a last warning Mr. Wolf.
We expect an answer to this e-mail acknowledging the reception. Otherwise we may look for further alternatives
contacting you.
Respectfuly
El representante legal de Kastor Industrial,
Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , KIN 081211-2P2
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Thu, Oct 19, 2017 11:11 AM

Fwd: trespassing to Kastor Industrial Pichilingue,
México
From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Mr. Wolf,
if you do not contact us right away we will spread the information about your actions in Baja. We do not think it is in your
interest, neither ours to harm you, but youhave to pay for the damage made at our property.
We expect you to pay us USD 1,000.00 immediately. You can deposit the money with Pedro at Cantamar.
Please be aware that we have fulfilled the action of previous warnings.
Avoid further steps against you Mr. Wolf and pay for what you have done.

Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN
081211-2P2

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
Date: 2017-10-18 2:29 GMT+02:00
Subject: trespassing to Kastor Industrial Pichilingue, México
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Mr. Michael Wolf,
you have trespassed the property of Kastor Industrial Pichilingue over a back yard fence which was destroyed due
to a hurricane, You broke locks and changed padlocks all over the building.
Your boat "Disperser" is at our neighbours Cantamar.
We know about your intention to sell Kastor Industrials posessions ( a AS7063 hoist and other items which are in a
blue container ) as you have sent e mails to different companies claiming you are the owner of the items, We have
the invoices proving Kastor Industrial is in LEGAL ownership.
We have these E-Mails and they willl be used against you without hessitation.
What you are doing is illegal and we will sue you under mexican laws unless you leave Cantamar and La Paz
immediately after leaving a guarantee of 5,000.00 pesos ( should be more!) in advance at Fernandos place the
owner of Cantamar.
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We demand the repair of broken locks or damaged property immediately. We will give you instructions very soon as
we quantify the damage .
We may think SRE, Immigration authorities in Mexico will surely be very interested in your immigration status, we
asume is not legal.
You know we have mexican law at our side. Do not try to mess it up more than it,is right now.
Please acknowledge that we do not want to harm you, unless you insist us to defend legally. Our attorny (CSL/LAP)
is already informed and waiting for further instructions.
This is the first and a last warning Mr. Wolf.
We expect an answer to this e-mail acknowledging the reception. Otherwise we may look for further alternatives
contacting you.
Respectfuly
El representante legal de Kastor Industrial,
Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , KIN 081211-2P2
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more proof Mr. Wolf?

Greetings, I have in my possession a new, never used, Stahl AS7 2/1 single wire
rope hoist. I would like to ﬁnd out if you believe I could use this crane in a
boatyard situation to hoist and move boats. I would of course be responsible for
rigging, but am interested in your input on the setup and use of a Stahl crane over
water and in a marine application which I believe is likely novel. My reasoning here
is simple: I have a crane and a boatyard. I have no other equipment to haul boats
out. I believe it is entirely possible to create a crane system using the AS7 to lift
boats out of the water and move them into position for storage or work using the
AS7. The alternative system I am considering is a ﬁxed installation to directly pull
a cart out of water with a boat on it. There are two options, with, or without track
for this option. It may be entirely possible I may need to set up for both options. I
have a brochure for the product and will be studying it for ideas, but would
appreciate your input as well. Finally, I may acquire other equipment more well
suited (and already used for) this application and as such may be interested in
selling this equipment, which was manufactured in 2003 and never used. I would
be grateful for your input on how to sell it on the used market, and will also
consider oﬀers from Stahl or dealers for buying it back. Thank you, Michael Wolf
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-Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN

081211-2P2
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Thu, Oct 19, 2017 12:13 PM

Fwd: we hope you contact us and we may talk about
your actions, Mr. Wolf. We are not here to harm. Bi=ut
need to solve our actual situation.
From: Michael Wolf <disperser.wolf@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, October 17, 2017
Subject: we hope you contact us and we may talk about your actions, Mr. Wolf. We are not here to harm. Bi=ut need to solve
our actual situation.
To: disperser.wolf@gmail.com, disperser.wolf@mail.ru

DiaryOfAWolf
Publicado el 9 feb. 2017
SUSCRIBIRSE 57SUBSCRIBE SUBSCRIBED UNSUBSCRIBE
I have fled the USA for my safety and well being and due to political harassment and persecution, and for many attempts on
my life, as well as censorship, and because I was taken advantage by everyone around me. But the Mexican government is
not treating me any better. I fulfilled my legal obligations to applying for asylum, but COMAR, the Mexican Government
agency in charge of accepting applications and handling asylum cases, has wrongfully and in blatant violation my legal and
international rights, deprived me of access to even the application process. Sin Fronteras, Organization of American States,
Comision Nacional des Derechos Humanos, Appleseed, Bufete Juridico Gratuito, UNHCR, and several lawyers are among
those whom I have sought help from, only to be given the same treatment I received in the USA. I am forced now to go to the
media, the last thing I would like being any kind of attention on me. I am trying to leave society, and being in the spotlight is
the furthest thing from my needs right now. But, the media is the only thing that keeps governments honest, and right now, I
need an honest government to protect me from Trump's USA, which is not much different internally than Obama or any other
president's USA - its an evil place with evil, selfish, ignorant people who don't realize they are selfish and evil because they
are too dependent upon their government for everything. Please help, if you can.
-Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN 081211-2P2
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Thu, Oct 19, 2017 7:16 PM

Re:
From: Kastor Industrial <contactokastor@gmail.com>
To: disperser.wolf@mail.ru

Muchas gracias por su comunicado, le estaremos contestando cuanto antes.
Thank you for your message. We will contact you as soon as possible
Kastor Industrial

Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN
081211-2P2

-Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN

081211-2P2
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more proof Mr. Wolf?

Greetings, I have in my possession a new, never used, Stahl AS7 2/1 single wire
rope hoist. I would like to ﬁnd out if you believe I could use this crane in a
boatyard situation to hoist and move boats. I would of course be responsible for
rigging, but am interested in your input on the setup and use of a Stahl crane over
water and in a marine application which I believe is likely novel. My reasoning here
is simple: I have a crane and a boatyard. I have no other equipment to haul boats
out. I believe it is entirely possible to create a crane system using the AS7 to lift
boats out of the water and move them into position for storage or work using the
AS7. The alternative system I am considering is a ﬁxed installation to directly pull
a cart out of water with a boat on it. There are two options, with, or without track
for this option. It may be entirely possible I may need to set up for both options. I
have a brochure for the product and will be studying it for ideas, but would
appreciate your input as well. Finally, I may acquire other equipment more well
suited (and already used for) this application and as such may be interested in
selling this equipment, which was manufactured in 2003 and never used. I would
be grateful for your input on how to sell it on the used market, and will also
consider oﬀers from Stahl or dealers for buying it back. Thank you, Michael Wolf
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-Atentamente, with best regards
Kastor Industrial S.A. de C.V. Lote 5 Mz F, Parque Industrial Pichilingüe , La Páz, BCS, México , RFC KIN

081211-2P2
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